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AbslraCl, Entropy of order q (depelldlng on Ihe Inform;({lon contained In a sequence of gTay levels of lenglh q) and lhe 
condition"l eiliropy of an image are deri ned. The eXlsling detinitlon of global entropy is found to be ils special case when q = I. 

Us,ng lhese delinillons, 11"0 algorllhms for tmdge lhresholdlng (objecl-background classlflollon) are formulaled and 
implemenled wilh Ihe help of ilS co-occurrence malrix. The superiorily of lhese algorithms is experimentally demonstrated 
for" sel of I mages. 

Zusammen/assung. 1)le Entroplc der Ordnung q ("bhang,g von der Informallon, die in elner Folge von Grauwerten deT 
Lange q elithallelllsil und (lie bedin~le Elltr0ple elne, Bddes werden delinlert. Die bekannle Definilion der globalen Enlropie 
erscheJlll als Spelialf"" mil der Ordllung II = I 

Uiller Vcrwendu Il~ (lIeser I)elillilillllell werdell zwel AlgorilhlllcJl 7ur KI"ssiliknlioll von Bildob.lekl und Hi nlergrundrauschell 
durch Alllogl'1I \(111 Schwellell illl Olld IO(lIlulierl und reahslcn Illil Hdfc der Malrlx der Verbund·Erelgnlsse ("co-occurence 
malrix") Die Uhcriegellhcll ui"\('r AIg6rllhmen "'ird dur elM I(rille VUIl Blldern expenmentell n"ch~t"wiesen. 

ResunH~. all ut'tlnll (IJn. eel arlklc I'Clllrople d'orure 1/ le'est-b-dire dependam d'une sequence de niveaux de gns de longueur 
q) ,I I'CI1110ple ~ollditlc}llrldle d'llIll: lI11age. all nlOnlre '1l1C lu dollnilioll d'enlropic globale, lelle qu'elle eXlste aCluellemenl, 
corre~pond dU c"S pani('uller q = I 

A partir de ces definilions sonl forrnules deux algolllhmes pour Ie seuillage d'images (c1assificalion objel-fond); ils sonl 
lInplemenlcs a I'aide de la mal rice de co·oceurence. La supcrioTlic de ces algorilhmes esl demonrree experimenlalemenl sur 
une sClie d'images, 

Keywords. t:nlropy, segmenlalloll, co·occurrence mdlrix 

1.	 Introduction ted by its gray level histogram only, He used this 
concept to derive an expression for an upper bound 

The entropy of a system as deflncd by Sh<lnnon of the a posleriori entropy and finally used it to 
(9,10) gives a measure of our ignorance about its segment an image into object and background, 
actual structurc. SJ1<lnnOn's function is based on Kapur el al. [3] have found some Raws in Pun's 
the concepl thai inforJTlation g<lined from an event derivation and also used a similar concept to parti
is invcrsely related to its rrobubility of occurrence. tion the image into object and background. They, 

Several authors [3,7,8] have used this concept instead of considering one probability distribution 
to image rrocessing probtem~, Pun [7,8] used for the entire histogram, used two separate proba
Sh<lnnon's concept to define the entropy of an bility distributions; one for the objcct and the other 
image assuming lhat an image is entirely r~presen- for the background. The total entropy of the image 
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is then maximised to arrive at the threshold for 
~egll1enlation. 

\( .should be mentioned hcrl1 th<jt tho8e l'ntropy

based methods were developed wlthollt highll}lhl· 
ing Ihe adequatene~s of the concept of Shanlllln\ 
entropy in the case or an image. I:or e!ulInple, tlic 

dependency or pixel intensitle~ in an image alld 
hence its spatial distribution are not taken into 
account in defining its entropy. As a result, 
difIerent images with identical histograms will 
always result in the same entropic value and same 

threshold. This is, of course, not intuitively accept

able. Moreover, in the algorithm of Pun [7] the 

maximisation of an upper bound of the a posteriori 
entropy, to avoid the trivial result with the a 
posteriori entropy, is not justified. 

The present work attempts to formulate two 
other definitions of entropy, namely entropy or 
order q, q = 1,2, ... , and the conditional entropy 
of an image_ Entropy of order unity (q <:: I) corre
sponds to the global entropy as used by PUll [7,81 
and Kapur et al. (3). Higher order (q > I) entropies 
take into account the information contained in a 

sequence of gray levels of length q and thus denote 
the various local entropies of an image. The condi

" tional entropy, on the other hand, gives an average 
amount of information that may be obtained from 
a region, when one has viewed the remaining 
portion of the image. 

These new concepts are then introduced to 
develop two algorithms for the object-background 
image classification (segmentation) problem. 

The effectiveness of these algorithms is demon
strated for a set of images having different his
tograms and their superiority in performance over 
those of Pun [7] and Kapur et al. [3] is also 
established. 

2. Entropic measures for image processing 

Shannon [9, 10] defined the entropy of a system 
as a function of the probability of occurrence of 
difIerent states of the system. If a 6ystem hUR /I 

different states with probobllity of occurrence 

p" i = 1,2, . _. , II, L;', I p, = I, then the gain in inror
Illation from lite occurrence orthe event i i~ uelined 

<I~ e:. J -= -log! 1'1' 

The expected vulue ofsueh a gain ill information 
is ul:!iJleu U~ the elltropy of the sy~tel11. Thus, the 
entropy f{ of tlte sy:-.tclll is: 

H = - L p,logzp,· ( 1) 
.""'1 

Based on the concept of Shannon's entropy, 
different authors have defined the entropy for an 

image. Let us discuss here those measures and 

the associated problems when applied to image 

processing. 
Let F = [f(x, Y)]Pxo be an image of size P x Q, 

where f(x, y) is the gray value at (x, Y );/{x, y) E 

GL = 10, 1, . , . , L -I}, the set of gray levels. Let N, 
\- L-Ibe the frequency of the gray level i. Then L..i~U N, = 

PxQ=N{say). 
Pun [7,8] and Kapur et al. [3] considered the 

gray level histogram of F an L-symbol source, 
independently from the underlying image. I n addi
tion to this, they also assumed that these symbols 
arc statistically independent. 

Following Shannon's definition of entropy 
(equation (1)), Pun [7] defined the entropy of the 
image (histogram) as 

L-l 

H = - L p, IOg2 p, ; p, = N,! N, (2) 
,=0 

for the image segmentation problem_ 

2.1. Evaluation function of Pun (7] 

Let s be the threshold which classifies the image 
into object and background. Let N B and N w be 
the numbers of pixels in the black and white por
tions of the image. Then the a posteriori probability 
of a black pixel is FB = N s! N and that of a white 
pixel is Pw = Nw! N. Thus, the a posteriori entropy 

of the image is; 

H~(s ) = - P11 log2 PJl- Pw IOg2 Pw 

(3) 
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as	 und thut of the white !lortion I~ 

1\ = \- p, = PH and Pw '" I - V,. (4) 
I ::;{I 

Since the maximisation or H ~ gives the trivial 

result of F\ = 1/2, Pun [7) maximised an upper 

bound g(s) of H~(s), where 

H ~I . log1 Psg(s) =	 -----"--...::::..:.-....:..:--- 
H L . logl[max( Pu, PI" .. ,p,)) 

(H I.. - H ;1) )Ogl( 1 - P, )+ -----'-----=-----'-'-'-----=~----'----
H L . log2[ Inax(p" + I , fI" 2 , . . . , Ih - I ) , 

(5) 

where 

L-I 

HL ;= -	 ~ I). log2 P, 
I =~I 

and 

H;J;= - ~ fI, log2 p,.	 (7) 
I =(J 

The value of s which maximises g(s) can be taken 
as the threshold for object and background 
classification. 

2.2. Me/hod of Kapllr, Sahuo alld Wong [3] 

Recently, Kapur et al. have also used Shannon's 
concept of entropy bUI from a different point of 
view. They, instead of considering aile rrobability 
distribution of the entire imuge, considered two 
probability distributions, OIlC for lhe object and 
the other for the background. The sum of lhe 
individual entropy of the object and hackground 
is then maximiscd. III other words, this will result 
in equiprobable gray levels in each region and thus 

maximises the sum of homogeneities in gray levels 
within object and background by making the gray 
levels equiprobable in either region. 

If s is an assumed threshold, then the probabilily 
distribution of the gray levels over the black 

ponion of the image is 

l!!!- E2. p,
 
Ps ' P~"'" P:,'
 

P"I p,. ~ PI· I
 
I - p., ' I - 1\ ' ... , I - 1\ .
 

The entropy of the black portion (object) or the 

image is 

(8) 

and that of the white ponion is 

1..-1 

HVv) = - L -P'-log2( p,1 (I - Ps )). (9)
'~,+I 1- Ps 

The tolal entropy of the image is then defined as 

( 10) 

In order to select the threshold they maximised 
U;". 111 lither words, the value of s which 
maximises H';' gives the threshold for object and 
background classification. 

2.3. Some remarks 

All the methods [3,7,8) discussed so far vir
tually assume that an image is entirely represented 
only by its histogram. Thus, different images with 
identical histograms wiJl result in same entropic 
value in spite of their different spatial distributions 
of gray levels. This is, of course, not intuitively 
appealing. For example, consider Figs. I and 2 
where "dotted", "shaded" and "blank" pixels rep

resenl the gray levels II, '1 and I, (II < ' 2 < '.') 
respectively. Both Fig. l and Fig. 2 have identical 

·"
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. . . . 
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Fig Two-tone image 
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f'lg. ~ Two·lone Imag~ [hislogrHIn identical 10 (hal or [,ig. 

but llitlcrenl spallal distributlonJ. 

hIstOgrams but different spatial distributions of 
gray levels. As a result, the entropy (information 

content) of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 is expected to be 
d ifferenl. 

Under those definitions all images with identical 

histograms but different spatial distributions of 
gray levels will lhererore give rise to the same 
threshold value. Our experience and intuition also 
do not support this. For example, I, should be the 
threshold in Fig. 1, whereas it is I~ in Fig. 2 for' 
object-background classification. 

In the algorithm of Pun [7], the concept of 
maximisation of the upper bound of the eval uation 
runction g(s) (equation (5)) ror object-back
ground classification is not justified. For example, 
lht maximum value of equation (5) may even 
correspond to a minimum value of the a posteriori 
enlropy (equation (3)). 

Moreover, ull these method~ huve used Shan
non's concept of entropy in llnuge proL"e~slng 

without highlighllng ils IHJequulencbs ill Ihe cuse 
or an image. 

3. Entropy of an image 

3./. Global alld local entropy 

We know thai in an image pixel inten~ities are 
not independent of each other. This dependency 
01" pixel inlensities can be incorporated by con
sidering sequencts of pixels to estimate the 
entropy. In order to arrive al the expression of 

entropy of an image the following theorem due to 
Shannon [2, 10] can be stated. 

Theorem. LeI P(SI) be Ihe probability of a sequence 

5, of gray levels of length q, where a sequence 5, of 

lenglh q is dejined as a permwallOn ofq gray leuels. 

Lei us dejille 

H,q, =--I L p(s,) log2 p(s,), ( 11 ) 
q, 

where the summalion is taken over all gray leuel 

sequences of length q. Then H,q} is a monotonic 

decreasing function of (q) and lim q _ oo H(q) = H, 
the en/ropy of the image. 

For difIerent values of q we get various orders 
of entropy. 

Case J: q = I, i.e. sequence of length one. If 
q =1 we get 

L- ) 

H 
(1 

) = - L P, log2 Pi, ( 12) 
1=0 

where Po is the probability of occurrence of the 
gray level i. 

Such an entropy is a function of the histogram 
only and it may be called the "global entropy" of 
the image. Therefore, different images with iden
tical histograms would have same HI I) value irres
pective of their contents. The definitions used 
by Pun [7) and Kapur et al. [J] in fact belong to 
Case I. 

Case 2: q = 2, i.e. sequences of length two. 
Hence, 

where s, is a sequence of gray level of length two, 

(13 ) 

where PO) is the probability of co-occurrence of the 
gray levels i and). Therefore, H m can be obtained 
from the co-occurrence matrix, which will be 
defined in Section 4.1. 

HI,) takes into account the spatial distribution 
of gray levels. Therefore, two images with identical 



histogralll~ bUl dil!cI('1l1 Sp;llilll lllmlbuliollS will 

re~ull ill dilrercnt cntropy, 1f'.'1 "dues, Expre~sioll~ 

for higher order elllropie~ (£I'> 2) can al~o he 
deduced in a similar manner. 1/''', j:;: 2, may be 

called lhl: "local entropy" of order i of all image. 

].2. COIiC/il/ulial clilrop.v 

Suppo~c an image has two dislinet portions, the 

object X and the background Y. Suppose the 

object consists of the gray levels IX/) and the back

ground contains the gray levels {,l',]. The condi

tional entropy of the object X given the back

ground Y, i,e, the average amount of information 

that may be obtained from X given thai one has 
viewed thc background )', can he dclllll.:d a~ 

H (X / Y) = - ~ L IJ (x,! \', )
 
',' \ )/' ,.
 

x log~ p(x'!.)', ) ( 14) 

Similarly, the conditional entrop)' of Ihe back

ground Y given the object X is deflJ1ed as 

H ( Y / X) = - I I p ( yJ.x, ) 
I.e. " .... ~ ,\ 

X IOg2 p( y,! x, ). ( 15) 

The pixe I YJ' in genera I, can be an 11/ th order 
neighbour of the pixel x" i.e . .1', can be the mth 
pi xel after X,. Si nee the estimation of such a prob<l
bility is very difficull, we impose another constraint 
on x, and y, of equations (14) and (15). In addition 

to x, E X and}j E Y, we also impose the restriction 

that x, and }'f must be adjacent pixels. Thus, 
equations (14) and (15) can be rewritten as 

H(X/Y)=- ~ L p(x.I.\',) 
"EA ,",1£ Y 

l '" \) udp.ccn I 

X log) p(x,!y,) (In} 

and 

H(Y/X)=- L L p()j/x,) 
\',~ )' X, c \ 

1'\j,T,lluJJiH:C1nl 

(17) 

'1 he eundilionul cntropy of the iJ1l,q;c call, there

fore, I,c dclincd as 

JI"'~UI(X/Yl+H('t'/XI)n, (l~) 

where X and Y represent the oh.ie~·t and haek

ground of the image, rc~peClively. 

4. Application to image segmental ion 

Based on the new definitions of entropy of an 

image, the following two algorithms for object 

ba ckgrou nd classifi catio n a re proposed. 

oJ.f. A Igllrilhm J 

We are now going to describe an algorithm based 
on equation (13), which takes into account the 
spatial details of an image. Since such a method 

is dependent on the probabilily of co-occurrence 

of pixel inlensities, lei us define. firSl of all, the 

co-occurrence matrix hefore proceeding further. 
The co-occu rrence rna tri x of the image F is an 

Lx L dimensional malrix T = [(,,It '/. lhat gives an 
idea about the transition of intensities between 
adjacent pixels. In other words, I~, the (i,j)lh entry 
of the matrix, gives the number of times the gray 

levelj follows the gray level i in some particular 
fashion. Depending upon the ways in which the 
gray level i follows gray level), different definitions 
of co-occurrence matrix are possible. 

Here, we made the co-occurrence matrix asym
metric by considering the horizontally right and 

vertically lower transitions. It has been found 

experimentally [1,4] (hat the consideration of a 

symmetric co-occurrence matrix by taking into 

account both right-left and upper-lower transi
tions needs s.ome additional computations without 

changing much the information content in il. 

Furthermure, consideration of both horizontal and 
vertical lrallsitiom allows all the edges to 

participale in threshold selection. 

Thus, 'Ii is delined as follows [4): 

p U 

I'J = L L 0, ( 19a) 
I-I • ~ I 
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where 
l(l, k) = i and /(1, k + I ) := j 

8:= I, if or 
{f(l, k):= i and /(I+\,k)=-j; 

{) := 0, otherwi~e. 

Tl!e probability of co-occurrence P'I of gray 
levels i and j can therefore be written as 

where obviously O:s; P'I ~ 1. 
If 5, O~ 5 ~ L-I, is a threshold, then s partitions 

the co-occurrence matrix into four quadrants, 
namely A, B, C and 0 (Fig. 3). 

o L-l 

A a 
s f---+----

D c 

L-l 

Fig. 3. Quadrants of co-occurrence matrix. 

Let us define the following quantities: 
L-I 

PA = L L P", PIJ= L L p'}' 
,=()} -=0 1,::0 ,.,,=\ r I 

(20) 
L-I L-l [, -I 

Pc := L L p'}' PI):= L L p". 
I"::: ~+I J='I'+I i =t+ ~ I ~f) 

Normalising the probabilities within each 
individual quadrant, such thut the sum of Ihe prob
abilities of each quadrant equals olle. we get the 
following cell probabilities for dillerent quadrants: 

forO:S;i~5,0:S;j~S. (21) 

Similarly, 

n p'} I"P =- - = ----''-
'I P [,-1


II 
L L I"
 

for O~ i~.I',.I'+ I ~j-:s L-l; (22) 

c _ P.!L _ I"
 
P'I- P - [,-1 L-l
 

C 
L L 1'1 

1=\+11'=,\+1 

for s + 1~ i ~ L -I, 

s+l:<';;j~L-I, (23) 

and 

I) P'IP ~~---=-

. 'I PI) \_ I \' 

L.. L.. "i 
I ~,~ I I ) -=0 

1'0 r s + I ~ j :s; L - I, 0 :s; j :s; s. (24) 

Now with the help of equations ( 13) and (2\), the 
second-order local entropy of the object can be 
defined as 

(25) 

Sim ilarly, the second-order entro py of (he back
ground can be wrilten as 

L-I L-I 

Hg)(s)=-~ L L P~IOg2P~' (26) 
i=s+1 )=5+1 

Hence the total second-order local entro py of the 
object and the background can be written as 

(27) 

The gray level corresponding to the maximum of 
H~2)(S) gives (he threshold for object- background 
dassification. 

4.2. Algurithm 2 

This algorithm is based on the concept of condi
tional entropy (equations (l6)-(lS)). Suppose sis 
an assumed threshold. Then pixels with gray level 
values ranging from 0 to s conslitute the object, 
while the remaining pixels with gray values lying 
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between ~ + i and L - 1 correspond lo the hJck
ground, Let 1'1 be an entry of the quadrant B (Fig. 
~l. then I" gives the numher of transitions, such 

thai i belongs 10 Ihe object and j helongs to the 

badground, and i and j nre adjacenl. Therefore, 

(22)	 p:; as defined in equnlioll (22) give~ the probabilily 

thal gray level~ i and j belong to the object and 

background, respectively, and t!lcy are adjacent. 
Thus p~s of equation (22) give Ihe probabilities 
required by equation (16). 

equJlion (24) corresrollu to 

equation (in 
(23) Therefore, 

H (object/background) 
L-I 

=H(O/I3)=-l:	 l: 
1=()j=' .... 1 

and 

H (background/object)
.\. (24) 

/ - I 

'21), the	 =H(B/O)=- l: L: 
1':::; (-t-) 1=0 

can be 

Similarly, p~:s of 

the probabilities of 

P~IOg2P~ (28) 

P~IOg2P~. (29) 

Now the conditional entropy of the image is 

H~") <= (H(O/ B) + H (B/O»)/2. (0) 
(25) 

1n order to get the threshold for object-back
ground c1assifLcation H~" is maximised withIe back-
respect to s. 

(26) 5. Implementation and results 

'y of the The segmentation ((Jbjecl-hElc~grllund c1as~ifi
1 as calion) algorithms described in Sections 2 anu 4 

(27 ) 
T"blc I 

mum of Thresholds for obJecl-background classiGc<lIIOn 

~ground 

Images 

Pro!'osed 
Algurllhm I 

(equation (27)) 
f condi-
Jose S IS Biplane (Fig. 4) 22 

Lincoln (Fig. 5) 17'ay level 
Saturn (Fig. 6)	 o 

object, Blurred chromosome (Fig. 7) D 
es lying 

are implemented on a set or rour images with 
widely ditIerent types of histogram. Figs. 
4('1),5('1), 6(a) and 7(a) represent the input images 
while Figs. 4(bl. 5(b), 6(b) and 7(b) represent the 

corresponding gray level histograms. The input 

images are produced on n line printer by over 

printing different character combinations for 

difIerenl gray levels. The threshold levels produced 

by diflerent methods are presented in Table 1. 

Fig. 4(a) represents the image of a biplane with 
two dominant modes in its gray level histogram 

(Fig. 4(b)). The segmented images produced by 
Algorithm I, Algorithm 2, the method of Pun [7] 
and the method of Kapur et a1. [3] are shown in 
Figs. 4(c)-(f), respectively. From the results one 

can see that, except for the conditional entropic 
method (Algorithm 2), the propeller in front of 
the biplane is lost. In all but Algorithm 2, some 
portion of the background gOI mixed up with the 

object, though the image has two dominant modes. 
The methods of Pun [7] (Fig. 4(e)) and that of 

Kapur et al. [3] (Fig. 4(0) have produced compar

able results to that of Algorithm I. 

Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) represent the input image of 
Abraham Lincoln and its gray level histogram, 
respectively. The histogram has a number of deep 
valleys. The thresholds produced by different 
methods are shown in Table 1 and the correspond
ing segmented images are shown in Figs. S(c)-(f). 

III this case tOO, all the methods except the condi
tional entroric method (Algorithm 2) have pro
duced comparahle result. The best result is pro
duced by Algorithm 2 (equation DO)) which has 

Thresholds 

Proposed Algorithm Algorithm of 

Algorilhm 2 of Pun Kapur el al. 

(equalion (30» (equation (5)) (equation (10») 

12 24 21 
10 16 15 
17 13 5 
41 J2 JJ 

VOl t6. No ~. FcbfUl:it" 19~Q 
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6(a)). 

depic 
Fig. 4. Biplane image. {a} Input; (b) histogram; (e) proposed Algorithm 1; (d) proposed Algorithm 2; (e) algorithm of Pun; algori 

(f) algorithm of Kapur el 31. from 
methc 

backg 
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Fig 5. Lincoln Im~ge. (al Input; (b) Illsl0gram, (cl proposed Algurithm I. (d) proposed Algorithm 2, (el algorilhm or Pun; 

(r) algorithm of Kapur ci al. 

clearly separated (he object frolll the bllckgrollnd. the ri I1g. On the other ha nd, the thin shade on the 
All other methods failed to discI ililinate between left side of the ring is made visible by Algorithm 
(he beard and the background ll[ the soulh-easl 2 and the method of Pun [7]. Of these two, the 
corner of the image. boundaries of Saturn produced by Algorithm 2 are 

Let us now consider an image of Saturn (Fig. more smooth and thus closely resemble that of the 
6(a)). The characteristics of its histogram are input. 
depicted in Fig. 6{b). More or less, all the The algorithms are also tested on an image of a 

n or Pull;	 algorithms are found here to panition well Saturn blurred chromosome (Fig. 7(a)) having a bimodal 
from the background. For Algorithm I and the histogram (Fig. 7{b)). Here too, all the methods 
method of Kapur et al. [3] a small portion of the except the conditional entropic method (Algorithm 
background gOl mixed up with the right side of 2) have produced similar results. However, the 
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Fig. 6. Salurn image. lal Inpul; (0) hislOgram; (c) proposed AlgorJlhm I. (d) proposed Algorilhm 2; (el algorilhm of Pun; 
I r) ~lgorilhm or Kapur el dl. 

best classification is done by Algorithm 2. This 
also conforms well to the recent work of Pal and 
Rosenfeld [5]. 

6. Conclusion 

The concept of dil1erent order local entropy and 

conditional entropy of an image arc introduced. 
The first-order local entropy corresponds 10 global 

entropy, as used by Pun [7,8] and by Kapur et a!. 
[3 ]. 

Two algorithms for object-background classifi
cation are proposeo whereby it is possible to seg

ment/extract the object from the background. The 
results are compared with those of the existing 

entropic thresholding methods and are found to 
be superior for a wide class of images. 

The proposed algorithm can be extended to 
multi thresholding problems using the concept of 
condirional entropy for more than two classe.s. For 
example, if S/l "" (s), \'~, ... ,sill oenotes R thres
holds in an il1l8ge with (R. ~ I) regions, (hen SR, 
partitions the L:O-llCCUrrence matrix of the image 
into (R+I):x(HI-I) blocks_ Ikline p~;,I,m== 

1, 2, ... , R + 1,1111) normnllseo prohabi Iities for the 

block (/, In) as 

lUI 
P'l = 

(J I) 

--
-

'_f' 

-
.......
 

."
;, -._M 

---

Fig. 7. B 
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Fig. 7. Ulurred chromosome image. (a) Input; (b) hislogram; (e) proposed Algorithm 1; (d) proposed Algorithm 2; (el algorithm 
of Pun; (0 algorithm of Kapur et al. 
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with ~l) =: 0 and 5R+1 = L -1. The total conditional 
t>nLropy of the partitioned image (into R + 1 
region~) will then be 

R+)� k+ ~ 

H'lc)(SR) = - L L 
(= I� fI~ I. == \/ _I j - ~'" \ 

",/,,,1 

1m I 1m (32)X P" Og2 P'j . 

The vector SR = (SJ) 52,' .. , 5 H ) which maximises 
H'T'(S~) can be taken as the set of thresholds for 
multiple segmentation of the image. 

Fu thermore, the effect of noise on the perform
ance of Ihe algorithms, the quantitative IlICHSllres 
for objective evaluation of the resulting Lhre~ll

oldedlmages, and establishment or 11 lillk between 
the entropies prcsented here alld somc or the 
various Markovian models L6 J, Inay con~tiLulc a 
part or future investigation. 
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